Abstract. The fractal dimension of an attracting torus Tk in ~ x T" is shown to be almost always equal to the Lyapunov dimension as predicted by a previous conjecture. The cases studied here can have several Lyapunov numbers greater than 1 and several less than I
I. Introduction
This paper considers a pair of related problems. In § 2 we study the question of determining the dimension of the graph of the scalar function, defined by the series .,
f(t) ~ L A "q(f3"t), (I. I) n=O
where O <A<) and f3 > I/ A and q is a smooth, non-constant, periodic or almost periodic, function. Our analysis and results are reminiscent of some classical work of Hardy on properties of the continuous, but nowhere differentiable, Weierstrass function [8] . Hardy studied various properties of (I.I) for A/3;,, I and q(t) ~sin t or q(t) ~cos r. For Hausdorff dimension results see [2] , [3] , [S] , [to] , [12] .
In § 3 we tum our attention to the study of the 'dimension' of the strange attractor for the dynamical system defined by particular maps on the space T 2 x ~ where T 2 is the torus or more generally on T' x Ul:. The value derived is consistent with a conjecture stated by Frederickson et al. [7] . A preliminary version of their conjecture appeared in [9] . A discussion of the various meanings of dimension appears in [6] . Roughly speaking, the dimension of a set indicates the amount of information necessary to specify a given location with a desired precision. For a space S, let N( e) be the minimum number of points that can be chosen so that the e balls centred at these points cover the space. The fractal dimension (or capacity) of S tells how N(e) grows as e shrinks to 0. If the set is d-dimensional we expect c-oT log I s ( 1. 2) whenever the limit exists.
Our principal result for f defined in ( l.I) is the following. Of course when f is C 1 , dim (graph/)= l. Case (i) must hold when N =I. Our proof of this theorem deals with certain more general q(t) and the proof characterizes when (ii) occurs in terms of a certain formal Fourier series. Our techniques are aimed at a rather different situation described in the theorems below and we cannot restrict attention to just those q that have a Fourier series with a finite number of terms.
The only exceptional cases we know of where (ii) is satisfied are where there are constants /3 0 and A 0 and there is a C 1 function r for which q(r) = Aor(f3ot)-r(r).
( 1. 3) Then (ii) holds for A = A 0 and f3 = {3 0 • Roughly speaking for a given f3 and q, (i) holds for all but a discrete sef of A.
In § 3 we study the mapping F: Tk x IR-> T" x IR defined as follows. Let Tk denote the k-dimensional torus and let x be in T" where the coordinates of x are all taken mod l. Let A denote a k x k matrix with integer coefficients satisfying det A= l.
Then A can be considered as a mapping on r• when Ax is taken mod l in each coordinate, and this mapping is continuous on r•. Let y be real. Define F: r (1.6)
The form of Fin (1.4) implies that the attractor S is of a special type. For each x E Tk there is exactly one y E ~ such that (x, y) ES and y = y(x) has an explicit
x is well defined on Tk since det A= I.) Thus the graph of y, namely {(x, y(x)): x E Tk} is the attractor. To see the graph is invariant under F, compute 
1
• Thus our study of the dimension of the attractor Sis reduced to the study of the dimension of the graph of <f>. By restricting <f> to appropriate !-dimensional manifolds in Tk we will be able to make use of the analysis of § 2 to establish our main result, which we first state here for the 2 X 2 matrix A* where A = (2 1)
The number B 1 = (3 +Js)/2 plays a special role since B 1 and B, = 1/ B 1 (which is (3 - 
Or
(ii) </> is smooth and dim (graph</>)= 2.
The right side of (1.8) is a number strictly between ·2 and 3. For a given non-constant p condition (i) occurs for nearly every choice of A (i.e. all but a discrete set of A). For A fixed there is an infinite number of independent relationships that the Fourier series coefficients of p must satisfy in order for (ii) to be satisfied. Jn fact if w 2 is an eigenvector for B, and we let q(t) = p(tw 2 ) , then "' !; A "q(B2" t)"" 0 When the domain of y(x) is restricted to a line or line segment on the torus, the graph is easy to construct. For p(x) = I +cos (2 OTU) where x = ( u, v) is restricted to the segment (or cirele) x = (u, 0.5), Oo;;""' I, the resulting curve is essentially Weierstrass' nowhere differentiable curve, and Moser used this fact to show that the attractor was nowhere differentiable [13] , when p(x) =cos (2oru).
Theorem B corresponds to a part of conjecture 2 of [7] for the specific dynamical system (1.4), (1.5). In order to interpret this result and to motivate formula (l.8), we must introduce some additional concepts. for then X n matrix of partial derivatives of the m'th iterate off: Ull"-> W. For x~ ~", let whenever this limit exists. ff almost every choice of v,, v,, ... vk and almost every x (with respect to Lebesgue measure) yields the same number then we say that the mapping f has a k-dimensional growth rate and we denote this value by a •. When these rates exist for k ~ 1, 2, . .. 'l 
We say L, is the i'th Lyapunov number off It It often happens that almost every point in a neighbourhood of an ergodic attractor will yield the same Lyapunov nuinbers. We will say that the Lyapunov numbers are absolute if every x (with no exception in some neighbourhood of the attractor) yields the same Lyapunov numbers.
In [7] we provided several examples and some heuristic arguments which suggested this imprecisely stated conjecture: · ·
Conjecture. For a 'typical' f with L 1 > I, the attractor satisfies
for a 'typical' f with absolute Lyapunov numbers the attractor S satisfies dim S = dim LYo• S.
(1.10) 
and when (I.IO) is not true, ( 1.9) is true where q( t) = p(tw.), and B 2 is replaced by B*. As before, when As IB,I, the attracting torus is smooth and both sides of (l.10) equal k
To simplify notation, we present the arguments for theorem B, and leave to the reader the minor modifications needed for theorem C. We remark tbat we do not know how to extend our results to the case p; Tk-> IR"' where m > I, though results in [7] certainly suggest it may still be valid. § 2 concentrates on the Fourier series arguments needed for theorems A, B and C. It is relatively easy to show that the dimension of the graph off cannot be larger than what is given in (i) of theorem A (proposition 2.9). The primary problem is to show that if there is a Fourier coefficient of q( t) that prevents f from being smooth, then graph (fl must have dimension at least 2 -I log A /log /31." Hardy had a similar problem in his analysis of Weierstrass' nowhere differentiable function, but he needed less uniformity and so his methods have been of no use to us, even in the simplest case where q(t) =cost. § 3 shows how theorems Band C ·reduce to theorem A with f3 ~ B*, via a description of the geometry.
Nowhere differentiable functions
In this section we establish conditions under which f is smooth and thus will have a one dimensional graph, We begin by considering an almost periodic non-constant function q:IR->IR. We assume throughout this section that q is C'. Define the doubly infinite formal sum g(t) by 00 g(t) = I A "q(f3"t).
11--00
We interpret g formally as having the Fourier series
Note that q. is defined for all a E IR even though it is O except for countably many a's. Here we use only those a of the form a~ rrfJ-•. The coefficients g. can be well defined if the sum (2.6) converges. That requires q.µ-• to go to 0 sufficiently rapidly ask-> -oo. Note again the coefficient gq can be well defined without the series (2.5) being convergent. In order to guarantee convergence we assume the following hypothesis:
The objective of the next few_ pages is to prove that if (Hl) is satisfied then g. = 0 for all ,,.;;;;. f is C '-
The graph off must of course then have dimension equal to I. Condition (HI) clearly implies that the surn in (2,6) is absolutely convergent since the subscripts being summed in (2.6) are a= rrfJ-", so . lal" = lo-l"fr'"' = lrrl"A •, N-torus and   µ.,, . .. , µ.N are linearly independent over the rationals) then (HJ) will hold if pis cN+I. In § 3 this is shown for N = 2, and the proof there generalizes for arbitrary N. When p is defined on T' as in theorem C, the number of independent frequencies satisfies N,;;; k, so for (H l) to hold, it suffices for p to be in ck+J.
Next we define the function
(2.8) Proof. Define -I 71(t)~ I; (A/3)"q'(/3"t).
n=-IX'l
This is a continuous function, since the series converges uniformly. Let The proof will be delayed until we have shown how this proves proposition 2.2.
We may write any a> 0 uniquely as a = u13-• where ' "° <T < {3. From (2.6) and 
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Before we establish the converse, we show that Im (fl.fL.) 7' O; we do this by evaluating fl. explicitly in terms of the f-function. Integration by parts yields
Shift the path of integration in the complex plane from the positive real axis (0"' x < "') to the positive imaginary axis {y: y ~ it, 0"' I<"'}. In doing so, note that ( it)-~·~(27Tin/log{3) = e-( 1l"i.:r/2)+( .,.,-?.n/lo~f;l) ,~(0::-7Tin/log/3).
We now have and so Moreover (2.10) becomes
for each n. Formal substitution of (2.5) and (2.6) would lead to the desired formula (2.9), if we did not have to worry about convergence. In general, set
J[O,t)
But this implies J[o,il F(s) dµ(s)
log fl I Claim. g'(t)--> g(t) pointwise, and sup lg'( rJI < ro for 0 < • o> l, lo> to> /3.
We will proceed as if this claim is valid. We will establish it later in the proof. By the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem i/1~4 1/!; ase....,.O.
Let us now calculate explicitly the formula for eft~ in terms of the Fourier coefficients of q(t). We have
• which is an absolutely convergent series, by (HJ), and because eia~ -J ela/,;i -1 y(a,e) . where we were able to interchange the limits of summation because the series is = L a(.r e2'1l"in1oa:a1i.>&#(q"n.n +q_u!1~n) .
• ~o This proves (2.9), except for the verification of our claim. By direct substitution of (2.11) into (2.12), and a scaling of the integrand, we obtain "'
Then, since q(t) is bounded, say jq(t)ls K 1 , we have for all k.,,O, 
since es {3kt. We therefore have, for the k'th term in the series for g'(l)
where K, =max {Ki.
Because the series L:;~_.,(A/3/ + I::'=o A k converges,
we have a uniform bound on lg'(t)I, independent of• :fl and t E [l, 13] . Moreover, we may evaluate lim,_ 0 g'(I) simply by taking a term by term limit:
·-· and so, for each t,
Since the fractal dimension of the graph of a smooth real valued function is one, we may summarize the results thus far as follows .. 
14)
Thenf(t) = -h(t) is smooth and dim (graphf) =I.
The nowhere differentiable ca.<e when some g~ ¢ 0. We ne~t turn our attention to the case in which (2.14) does not hold, that is, g,,,>'0 for some fJ' 0 • We will begin by
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where J is any interval" of length L. This in turn will imply that the number of L-balls necessary to cover the graph off oo any unit interval is at least propositional to L'-"-1 xL- ,, We may now use the above results to obtain the lower bound (2.15) for the variation off over small intervals.
13-•,-1 s lt1 -t,I s 13-" 0 • Therefore 
·The diniension of an attracting torus
We tum our attention here to the dynamical system (1.4), (L5); recall the formula where A is a k x k matrix as described in the introduction. In this section we apply our previous results to prove theorem B, the 2 x 2 case with A= A*, that is, to calculate dim (graph 1> ). We do this by first restricting 1> to a dense one-dimensional 
